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Abstra t

This paper1 presents a fast distributed algorithm to ompute a small k-dominating
set D (for any xed k) and its indu ed graph partition (breaking the graph into radius
k lusters entered around the verti es of D ). The time omplexity of the algorithm is

O (k log n).
Small k-dominating sets have appli ations in a number of areas, in luding routing
with sparse routing tables, the design of distributed data stru tures, and enter sele tion in a distributed network. The main appli ation des ribed in this paper on erns
a fast distributed algorithm for onstru ting a minimum-weight spanning tree (MST).
On an n-vertex network of diameter d, the new algorithm onstru ts an MST in time
pn log n + d), improving on previous results.
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Introdu tion

1.1 Motivation and Results
This paper on erns the fast onstru tion of small k dominating sets, and its appli ations.
A k-dominating set is a set D satisfying that for every node v in the graph, there is a node
w 2 D at distan e at most k from it.
We introdu e a new fast distributed algorithm for the problem of omputing a small
k-dominating set in a network (where \small" here means a set of size at most n=(k + 1) for
n  k + 1; it is easy to see that this is a lower bound). The algorithm also partitions the
network into lusters, su h that ea h luster has a member of the k-dominating set as its
enter. The time omplexity of the algorithm is O(k log n).
This new algorithm is useful for speeding up a number of distributed tasks. For example, this type of lusters was used in [PU℄ in the ontext of routing with sparse routing
tables, although no distributed proto ol was given there for omputing them. Hen e the new
onstru tion an serve to speed up the prepro essing stage of that routing s heme.
EÆ ient onstru tion for k-dominating sets is also appli able in the ontext of distributed
data stru tures [P2℄, where it is proposed that a set of k-dominating enters an be sele ted
for lo ating opies of a distributed dire tory. Likewise, su h sets are useful for eÆ ient
sele tion of network enters for server pla ement, where it is desired to ensure that ea h
node in the network is suÆ iently lose to some server ( f. [BKP℄).
One appli ation that we des ribe in detail in the paper on erns speeding up an algorithm
for onstru ting a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). Note that, informally speaking, MST
an be thought of as a more \global" problem, as opposed to the k-Dominating Set problem
whi h is more \lo al" in nature. We now present a formal notion of what we mean by a
\fast" algorithm, whi h applies to both.
Linial [Li℄ proved lower bounds on the time omplexity of distributed algorithms, even
when assuming a very strong omputational model (not assumed here) where messages an
be of arbitrary length. Yet sending a message from a node to a distan e d still takes time d
in this model. Thus the lower bounds of [Li℄ a tually orrespond only to the radius (around
ea h node) from whi h information must be fet hed in order to solve a given problem P .
Let this radius be R(P ) for a given problem P . We term an algorithm for P neighborhood
optimal if its omplexity is O(R(P )). We use the word \fast" with respe t to this notion,
namely, with regard to algorithms aimed at a hieving neighborhood optimality. We note
that it an be shown that, assuming messages are of bounded size, there exist problems for
1

whi h no neighborhood optimal algorithm exists, due to inherent ongestion. This is obvious
in ases where the problem at hand involves moving around large amounts of data. However,
it holds also for ertain Boolean de ision problems, in whi h the input at ea h vertex is a
single bit, and the output is a single bit as well. In parti ular, it is well known that most
n-variable Boolean fun tions have ommuni ation omplexity (n). It follows that there
exist ( onstant diameter) n-vertex graphs G and Boolean n-variable problems P su h that
solving P on G requires as mu h as ( ) time (assuming that transmitting an O(log n)
bit message requires one time unit), even though R(P ) is learly onstant.
Note that the inherent information radius of our k Dominating Set problem is k, hen e
our algorithm is neighborhood optimal up to a fa tor of log n, whi h we term \fast".
A question raised in [GKP℄ is whether the distributed MST problem an be solved in
O(Diam) time, where Diam is the network diameter. Clearly R(MST ) = Diam in ertain
graphs. Thus in terms of the de nition above one an rephrase the question of [GKP℄:
\does there exist a neighborhood optimal algorithm for MST". The algorithm presented
in [GKP℄ has time omplexity O(n + Diam), hen e it is neighborhood optimal for the
ase that Diam > n . Previous distributed MST algorithms had running time O(n log n)
[GHS℄, O(n log n)[CT, G℄, and O(n) [A2℄. Using the fast k Dominating Set algorithm
we manage to present an improved MST onstru tion algorithm whose time omplexity
p
is O( n log n + Diam(G)). Thus the MST algorithm is now neighborhood optimal for
all graphs with Diam > n log n. Let us hint about how the improved MST algorithm
was obtained. As noted in [GKP℄, the main obsta le for improving the time omplexity is
the ongestion aused by the need to send the des ription of many edges. To (partially)
over ome the ongestion, the solution presented in [GKP℄ used several te hniques to redu e
the amount of information sent by ombining it. One su h te hnique was lustering, sin e
the onstru tion of a luster an be relatively lo al (thus onsuming little time). The idea
was that the luster an represent many edges and nodes, thus redu ing the amount of
information to be sent. To improve the results of [GKP℄ we essentially repla e the lustering
te hnique used there by the lustering onstru ted by the k Dominating Set algorithm.
n

log n

:614

:614

1=2

1.2 Model and De nitions
We fo us on the problem of devising a time eÆ ient algorithm to onstru t a small k Dominating Set. The network is modeled as an undire ted graph G = (V; E ), where V is the set of
nodes, and E is the set of ommuni ation links between them. The nodes an ommuni ate
only by sending and re eiving messages over the ommuni ation links.
2

A k-dominating set for a graph G is a subset D of verti es with the property that for
every v 2 V there is some u 2 D at distan e at most k from v, measuring distan e in the
unweighted sense, i.e., in number of hops. (This de nition is identi al to that of [CN, PU℄ for
example, but di ers from other previous usages of this notion, e.g., [CGS℄.) For every su h
k-dominating set we shall de ne a partition P of the nodes, by asso iating with ea h node
v 2 V a dominator D(v ) 2 D, whi h is the node losest to v in the dominating set (breaking
ties arbitrarily). A small k Dominating Set is of size less than or equal to maxf1; b g.
Clearly one annot do better than that in the general ase.
We use the ommon assumption that nodes have unique identi ers, and that ea h edge
e 2 E is asso iated with a distin t weight ! (e), known to the adja ent nodes. One an
do without (either) one of these two assumptions. Having distin t edge weights helps as it
guarantees the uniqueness of the MST. Yet as pointed out in [GHS℄, this is not essential, as
su h weights an always be generated arti ially using the distin t node identi ers. However,
if the graph has neither distin t edge weights nor distin t node identi ers, then no distributed
algorithm an ompute an MST with a bounded number of messages [An80℄.
For every subgraph F of the network, let Diam(F ) denote F 's diameter, i.e., the maximum distan e on F between any two verti es of F . Similarly, let Rad(F ) denote the radius
of F , i.e., the maximum distan e on F from any vertex of F to some enter vertex of F
(where the enter of F is hosen so as to minimize this distan e). For a olle tion P of
subgraphs, let Diam(P ) (resp., Rad(P )) denote the maximum diameter (resp., radius) of a
subgraph in P .
In order to be able to on entrate on the entral issue of time omplexity, we shall follow
the ommon trend of stripping away unessential ompli ations. In parti ular, we ignore
the ommuni ation ost of our algorithm (i.e., the number of messages it uses). We also
assume that the omputation performed by the network is syn hronous. (This assumption
is not essential, sin e our de ision to ignore ommuni ation osts allows us to freely use a
syn hronizer of our hoi e; for example, we an use the simple syn hronizer of [A1℄ whose
ost in an asyn hronous network is one message over ea h edge in ea h dire tion per round
of the syn hronous algorithm.) We note that the syn hronous nature of the network enables
all the nodes to start a subroutine simultaneously. This is very useful when dealing with
subroutines whose running time is less than the diameter, where it does not make sense to
start them by a \wake up" broad ast (that, by itself, may take diameter time).
Still, we shall not adopt the extreme model employed in previous studies of lo ality issues
[Li℄, in whi h messages of arbitrary size are allowed to be transmitted in a single time unit,
sin e in this model the re ned distin tions we fo us on here disappear. Clearly, if unboundedn

k +1
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size messages are allowed, then the MST problem, for instan e, an be trivially solved in
time O(Diam(G)) by olle ting the entire graph's topology into a entral node, omputing
an MST lo ally and broad asting the result throughout the network.
Consequently, we will assume the more realisti and more ommon model in whi h messages have size O(log n), and a node may send at most one message over ea h edge at ea h
time unit. We will also make the assumption that edge weights are polynomial in n, so an
edge weight an be sent in a single message. (This assumption is required for the time analysis of the previous algorithms that use edge weights or nodes identity, e.g. [GHS, A2, GKP℄.)
Let us now de ne the Minimum Spanning Tree task solved later on as an appli ation of
the k Dominating Set algorithm. The goal is to have the nodes (pro essors) ooperate to
onstru t a minimum weight spanning tree (MST) for G, namely, a tree overing the nodes
in V whose total edge weight is no greater than any other spanning tree for G.

1.3 Paper Stru ture
In the next se tion we des ribe some tools. We then use these tools in Se tion 3 for developing
an algorithm for onstru ting a small k Dominating Set on a tree. Next, in Se tion 4 we
use the previous algorithm to develop an algorithm for k-dominating set onstru tion on a
general network. The new MST algorithm is des ribed in Se tion 5.
2

Basi

Algorithms for Small

k -Dominating

Sets

As dis ussed next in Subse tion 2.1, it is known that a \small" (size n=(k +1)) k-dominating
set always exists in an n-node graph. The fast distributed algorithm for omputing su h
a set is developed in stages. In this se tion we only present the existen e proof and then
(in Subse tion 2.2) give a \slow" distributed pro edure, omputing a k-dominating set on a
graph G in time O(Diam(G)). In the next se tion we give a fast algorithm for omputing a
k-dominating set on an n-node tree T in time O(k log n). In the following se tion we extend
the result to a general graph.

2.1 Existen e of Small k-Dominating Sets
The following is well-known ( f. [PU℄).
4

T0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
Here k = 2. The set D0 = T0 [ T3 [ T6 , onsisting of the levels en ir led
by dashed lines, is smaller than the set D1 = T1 [ T4 [ T7 (en ir led by dotted lines) or the set
D2 = T2 [ T5 .

Figure 1: The tree T .

Lemma 2.1 For every onne ted graph G of n verti es and for every k  1 there exists a
k-dominating set D su h that jDj  maxf1; b +1 g.
n

k

To motivate the distributed algorithm developed for the k-dominating set problem in
Subse tion 2.2, let us overview the (standard) proof outlined for the above lemma in [PU℄.
Let T be an arbitrary rooted spanning tree for G and denote its depth (the distan e from
the root) by h. If k  h then D may onsist of the root alone. Otherwise, divide the verti es
of V into levels T ; : : : ; T a ording to their height in the tree, assigning all the verti es of
height i to T . Now merge these sets into k + 1 sets D ; : : : ; D by taking
[
D = T
0

h

0

i

i

j

0

k

i+j (k +1)

(i.e., T and every (k +1)st level thereafter). See Figure 1. Clearly every D is a k-dominating
set, and sin e these sets form a omplete disjoint partition of V , at least one of the sets is of
size at most b .
i

i

n

k +1

2.2 Distributed Computation of the Set in Diameter time
The proof of Lemma 2.1 suggests a sequential algorithm to nd the k-dominating set laimed
in the lemma. However, we need to show a distributed algorithm that an implement this
omputation in time O(Diam(G)) given a graph G and a root node r.
To initialize this pro ess, it is ne essary to onstru t the BFS tree, mark the levels and
let ea h node know its depth, the total tree depth, and the set D it belongs to. This is
l
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1. Perform a distributed breadth- rst sear h (BFS) on the graph, starting from the root
(terminating at r). Label every node v by its distan e from r, Depth(v).
2. A node v joins the unique set

Dl

for 0  l  k su h that

r

( ) = l (mod (k + 1)).

Depth v

3. Perform a \broad ast and e ho" pro ess from r to learn the largest distan e label M =
max fDepth(v)g (namely, the depth of the tree). Spe i ally, r broad asts a request throughout the tree. Ea h leaf re eiving the request e hos ba k a message ontaining its depth. An
internal node that re eived e hos from all its hildren sends an e ho to its parent, ontaining
the maximum depth label re eived from its hildren.
v

4. Broad ast the tree depth M to all nodes.

Figure 2:

Pro edure Initialize.

done by Pro edure Initialize, whose high-level des ription is given in Fig. 2. We assume
standard distributed implementations for basi tasks su h as broad ast on a tree, or BFS
tree onstru tion. For instan e, the latter task an be performed (in a syn hronous setting)
by elementary ooding te hniques, in time O(Diam).
For larity of presentation, the algorithm of Fig. 2, as well as other algorithms later in the
paper, are given by a high-level des ription, omitting the distributed implementation of wellunderstood stages of the algorithm. For example, we omit the distributed implementation
of BFS in its rst stage, as well as the termination dete tion performed by ea h node for
stage 1, in order to perform its stage 2.
Next, we give (in Fig. 3) a pro edure Census(l) whose task is to ount the number of
verti es in the set D . The pro edure operates by a simple onverge ast pro ess on the tree
from the leaves upwards. Ea h node v holds a ounter ounter(v; l), used by the pro edure
for ounting the number of D nodes in the subtree rooted at v.
l

l

Lemma 2.2 At the end of Pro edure Census(l), ounter(v; l) holds the number of D nodes
in the subtree rooted at v , for ea h node v . In parti ular, for the root r, ounter(r; l) = jD j.
l

l

We ombine the above pro edures into an algorithm named Diam DOM (in Fig. 4) for
sele ting a small k-dominating set. The key to an eÆ ient ombination lies in staggering the
exe utions of the di erent Census operations, so that they are pipelined, and do not disrupt
one another.
Lemma 2.3 Algorithm Diam DOM omputes the k-dominating set laimed in Lemma 2.1,
and its time omplexity is 6  Diam(G) + k.
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Code

for a node v in Depth(v) = i, with hildren u1 ; : : : ; u .
p

Assumption:

The pro edure starts operating at time
/* M is the tree depth */

1. If v is not a leaf: At time t0 + (M i)
values of ounter(u ; l) for 1  j  p.

t0

.

1, re eive from hildren messages ontaining the

j

2. At time t0 + (M

) do:

i

(a) Compute Below =

P
j

(

ounter uj ; l

).

(b) Set
(

ounter v; l

( ) If not the root, then send

)=
(

(

ounter v; l

Figure 3:

1 + Below; if v 2 D ;
Below;
otherwise.
l

) to parent in the tree.

Pro edure Census(l).

1. Apply Pro edure Initialize.
2. Let t1 be the time unit just after the ompletion of this pro edure.
For l = 0 to k do:
At time t1 + l, start Pro edure Census(l).
3. After ompletion of all Census(l) exe utions, the root r omputes l su h that ounter(r; l) is
the minimum, and broad asts it on the tree. D is the output k-dominating set.
l

Figure 4:

Algorithm Diam DOM.
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Proof: It is immediate from Lemma 2.2 that the algorithm is an implementation of the

onstru tion in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and thus it omputes a dominating set as laimed
therein. The time requirements of Pro edure Initialize, onstru ting the syn hronous
BSF and performing the \broad ast and e ho" pro ess, is 4  Diam(G). At this point every
node an al ulate the time t . The lemma now follows from the ru ial observation that the
separate exe utions of Pro edure Census(l) for 0  l  k never disrupt one another, sin e
the parti ipation of a given vertex v of depth i in a parti ular exe ution Census(l) is limited
to (possibly) re eiving messages at time (t + l) + (M i) 1 and sending a message at time
(t + l) + (M i), hen e no ollisions o ur. Therefore the last Census operation terminates
after Diam(G) + k time, and the nal broad ast requires Diam(G) additional time units.
1

1

1

Remark: By employing a slightly more involved pipelining of the Census operations, it is
possible to redu e the total ompletion time to 6  Diam(G). The key observation is that
the Census operations an be staggered on the basis of their start level rather than their
start time. The point is that not all Census operations need to start at the nodes of depth
M ; in parti ular, a Census(l) operation orresponding to a set D whose lowest level is at
depth M j an start from that level. Hen e the k + 1 Census operations an all start at
the same time t1, only at di erent levels of the tree. This improvement does not lead to any
l

asymptoti improvement in the omplexity of our algorithm, hen e we preferred the simpler
version of the algorithm.
3

Distributed Computation of a Small

k -Dominating

Set on a Tree

In this se tion we on entrate on a fast algorithm for omputing a small k-dominating set
on a tree T . (We use the slow algorithm of Subse t. 2.2 as a subroutine.) Let us start with
an overview of the algorithm.
Algorithm Diam DOM of the previous se tion requires time O(Diam(G)). Hen e our approa h to building a small k-dominating set is based on rst partitioning the tree into a
olle tion of subtrees (or lusters), su h that the depth of ea h subtree is at most O(k).
Then Algorithm Diam DOM an be applied on ea h subtree separately, and the resulting dominating sets an be merged to yield the dominating set for the entire graph.
A sour e of diÆ ulty is that the subtrees we onstru t must not be too small: for a
subtree of l < k verti es, any dominating set must still ontain at least one vertex, whi h
8

does not meet the desired ratio of 1=(k + 1) between dominators and dominated verti es.
Hen e our goal is to partition the tree into subtrees of size k + 1 or more and depth O(k).
Formally, let us introdu e the following de nition.
De nition 3.1 A (; ) spanning forest of a graph G(V; E ) is a olle tion of disjoint trees

fT ; : : : ; T g with the following properties:
1

m

1. the trees onsist of edges of E and span all the nodes of V ,
2. ea h tree ontains at least  nodes, and
3. the radius of ea h tree is at most .

In Subse tion 3.1 we show a fast distributed algorithm for omputing a 1-dominating
set with ertain useful properties. This is next used in Subse tion 3.2 to onstru t a fast
distributed algorithm for partitioning a tree into O(k)-depth, (k)-size lusters. Finally, in
Subse tion 3.3 we present a fast distributed algorithm that omputes the desired \small"
k-dominating set by rst applying the fast partitioning algorithm of Subse tion 3.2.3, and
then running Pro edure Diam DOM of Subse tion 2.2 inside ea h (low-diameter) luster.

3.1 A Distributed Balan ed Dominating Set Algorithm
De nition 3.2 A balan ed dominating set of a graph G with n nodes is a set D of nodes
in G, and an asso iated partition P of G's nodes with the following properties:
(a) jDj  d 2 e.
n

(b) D is a dominating set.
( ) In the partition P , ea h luster has at least two nodes (in luding the node in D).

Algorithm Balan ed DOM is a variant of the dominating set algorithm Small-Dom-Set
in [GKP℄. That algorithm omputed an ordinary (not ne essarily balan ed) dominating set
on a given tree, namely, a set satisfying properties (a) and (b) above, but not property ( ).
Algorithm Small-Dom-Set made use of a pro edure for omputing a maximal independent
set (MIS) as a bla k box. (A vertex set M is an MIS if it is independent and annot
be in reased, i.e., every node v 2 V n M has a neighbor in M .) Spe i ally, it used the
deterministi distributed MIS algorithm of [PS℄. Sin e Algorithm Small-Dom-Set uses the
MIS pro edure only for omputing MIS on a tree, it is possible to repla e the pro edure of
9

Figure 5:

An exe ution of Algorithm Balan ed DOM. Step (1) generates the dominating set D
depi ted by the bla k verti es in the rst row, and the partition P whose lusters are drawn by
dashed lines. Steps (2) and (3) transform D and P into the on guration depi ted in the se ond
row, and Step (4) yields the nal stru ture, depi ted in the third row of the gure.

[PS℄ with the faster pro edure of [GPS℄ (whi h omputes an MIS on an n-vertex tree in time
O(log n)) . Thus the following an be said about Small-Dom-Set , preparing to use it in
Algorithm Balan ed DOM:
2

Lemma 3.3 [GKP℄ There exists a distributed pro edure Small-Dom-Set whi h, applied to
a given n-vertex tree T for n  2, omputes (in a syn hronous manner) a dominating set
D of size at most dn=2e using O(log n)-bit messages, and its time omplexity is O(log n).
Furthermore, the output of the pro edure has the property that ea h node in D has some
neighbor outside D.

The property des ribed in the last statement of the lemma is not argued in [GKP℄, but
an easily be shown to hold.
Note that even with these hanges, Algorithm Small-Dom-Set does not guarantee property ( ). The modi ed variant, Pro edure Balan ed DOM des ribed in Fig. 6, will ensure
also the additional property that every luster has at least two nodes, namely, the partition
P will not ontain any singleton set. The pro ess is illustrated in Figure 5.
Lemma 3.4 On a tree of n

 2 verti es, Algorithm Balan

2 The

ed DOM onstru ts a balan ed

bla k box pro edure is a tivated in [GKP℄ (and here) by all the nodes at the same time. A node
knows it has to a tivate the pro edure on e it rea hes a ertain step in the omputation of Algorithm
Small-Dom-Set.
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1. Perform Algorithm Small-Dom-Set of [GKP℄ on the tree
dominating set and partition.
2. For every singleton fvg in P ,
its dominator, D(v) = u.

v

quits the set

D

T

. Let

D

and

P

be the output

, and sele ts an arbitrary neighbor

2

u = D

as

3. Ea h node u 2= D that was sele ted as a dominator in step (2) adds itself to D, quits its old
luster in P , and forms a new luster, onsisting of itself and all the nodes that hose it as
their dominator.
4. Consider a node v 2 D whose luster in the modi ed partition P is now a singleton. Then v
hooses arbitrarily one node u that was in v's luster in the original partition and left it in
step (2), and joins u's luster. Also, v quits the dominating set.

Figure 6:

Algorithm Balan ed DOM.

dominating set and requires time O(log n).

Proof: We rst observe that step (2) an always be performed, by the last property in

Lemma 3.3.
Next, we laim that whenever some node v is left as a singleton after step (3) of the
algorithm, a node u as de ned in step (4) of the algorithm exists. To see this, let us examine
the status of v in the original partition produ ed on step (1). First we ex lude the possibility
that v has joined D in step (3), sin e in that ase there would be at least one other node u
that hose v as its dominator in step (2) and joined its luster. Hen e v must have belonged
to the original dominating set D produ ed in step (1). Next, we note that v annot have
belonged to a singleton in the original partition of step (1), sin e all of those have quit D by
step (2). Hen e v's original luster must have ontained some other vertex u that has left it
by step (3).
Now properties (b) and ( ) are immediate from the algorithm. Property (a) follows from
property ( ). The time bound follows from Lemma 3.3, sin e all the additional steps require
onstant time.

3.2 Fast Distributed Partitioning of a Tree
In this subse tion we show how to partition a given tree of size n  k + 1 into lusters
of suÆ ient size (at least k + 1) and small radius. For the sake of larity we develop the
algorithm in several steps. In Subse tion 3.2.1 we start by giving a very simple algorithm
11

For

dlog(

k

+ 1)e times do:

1. Perform Algorithm Balan ed DOM, assigning ea h node not in the dominating set to a luster
with an arbitrary neighbor in the dominating set.
2. Contra t ea h luster to one node.
End For

Figure 7:

Algorithm DOM Partition 1(k).

that onstru ts a (k + 1; O(k )) spanning forest, with time omplexity whi h is O(k log n).
In Subse tion 3.2.2 we show how to limit the growth of the trees in the forest, so that the
output is a (k + 1; O(k)) forest, with running time whi h is O(k log k log n). Finally, in
Subse tion 3.2.3 we show how to improve the running time by a fa tor of log k, using an idea
similar to those used before, e.g., in [AG, G, CT, A2, JM℄.
2

2

3.2.1 Constru ting a (k + 1; O(k2)) Spanning Forest

The algorithm DOM Partition 1(k) des ribed in Figure 7 for onstru ting this partition
operates on a tree T via repetitive appli ations of Pro edure Balan ed DOM. Ea h appli ation
onstru ts a balan ed dominating set and an asso iated partition on the tree, and then
ontra ts ea h luster in the partition into a single node, thus forming a (smaller) tree for
the next iteration.
Let us remark that the distributed implementation of the ontra tion in the algorithm
requires us to appoint for ea h luster a enter node, that will from now on perform the
operations for the whole luster, while the other nodes in the luster will just serve as links
between it and the other luster enters.
For this simple algorithm, the properties of Algorithm Balan ed DOM enable us to prove
the following two bounds. First, note that in ea h iteration of the algorithm, the minimum
size of a luster at least doubles. Next, note that in ea h iteration the maximum radius of
a luster in reases by a fa tor of at most 4. (More pre isely, denoting the maximum luster
radius after the ith iteration of the algorithm by f (i), we note that f (i + 1)  3f (i) + 1.)
Fig. 8 illustrates the extreme ases of these two bounds.
Hen e as the number of iterations is dlog(k + 1)e, we get the following lemma. (Sin e we
prove later, in Subse tion 3.2.3, a mu h stronger result for Algorithm DOM Partition(k), we
omit the formal proof here.)
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Figure 8:

Two iterations of Algorithm DOM Partition 1. Observe that the minimum luster
size at least doubles, and the maximum radius at most quadruples.

Lemma 3.5 Algorithm DOM Partition 1(k) requires time O(k2 log n). Every luster C in
the output partition P satis es jC j  k + 1 and Rad(C )  4k2 .
3.2.2 Constru ting a (k + 1; O(k)) Spanning Forest

The straightforward variant of the algorithm presented in the previous subse tion suÆ es to
guarantee the requirements of luster size k + 1 or more and luster radius O(k ). However,
we would like to modify this algorithm so that it has a better running time and a better
bound on the radius of ea h luster in the partition, namely, O(k). This is a hieved by
employing the following simple idea: while onstru ting the partition, lusters that have
rea hed depth greater than k are erased from the tree (i.e., they stop parti ipating in the
luster merging pro ess), and hen e they stop growing.
The algorithm, named DOM Partition 2(k), is ompli ated by the fa t that whenever
a (suÆ iently deep) luster stops parti ipating, and is e e tively eliminated from the tree,
it auses the tree to split into a forest of subtrees. Subsequent invo ations of Pro edure
Balan ed DOM therefore exe ute on ea h of these subtrees separately. Hen e we formally
des ribe the algorithm as applied to a forest of trees T (initially ontaining the single tree
T ).
One problem with this idea is that the \shallow" lusters may not be able to grow solely
by joining other shallow lusters. In parti ular, it may be the ase that a shallow luster has
no neighboring shallow luster; all its neighboring lusters have grown beyond the spe i ed
depth bound and were onsequently eliminated from the tree. On the other hand, if su h a
shallow luster is allowed to join a neighboring deep luster, how an we ontrol the growth
of the deep luster, so that its diameter will not be ome mu h larger than k?
The solution is to attempt to merge shallow trees together as long as possible, and merge
2
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shallow trees to neighboring deep trees only at the very last step of the algorithm (i.e., only
on e). This maintains a reasonable bound on the depth of the resulting trees.
Algorithm DOM Partition 2(k) is des ribed in detail in Fig. 9. In every intermediate
iteration i, the algorithm asso iates with ea h node v a luster C (v) onsisting of the original
nodes (of the input tree T ) of the subtree that was ontra ted into v. Also, the algorithm
maintains a forest T of trees to be handled in the ith iteration.
The algorithm is again des ribed on a high-level, ignoring issues related to the distributed
implementation, su h as how individual nodes know whi h subtree (or luster) they belong to
at any given moment, how a luster is (logi ally) ontra ted into a single node, or how the sets
S and P are globally maintained. These issues are handled by standard te hniques. Let
us brie y remark on these implementation issues. Ea h luster is maintained in an impli it
way, in the graph itself, by the parti ipating nodes. In parti ular, the a tions related to
ea h luster C in the algorithm are managed by some enter node v in it. Every other
luster member maintains a luster enter variable CC for ea h level i = 1 to dlog(k + 1)e,
storing the id of its ith level luster enter, and the sets C are impli itly de ned by these
variables. The parti ipation of a non- enter node in the proto ol is limited to fa ilitating the
ommuni ation between its enter and (the enters of) other lusters. When a olle tion of
level i lusters C ; : : : ; C get merged into a larger luster C^ on level i + 1, the enter of one
of the lusters C (say, the dominator around whi h C^ was formed) be omes the enter of
C^ , and this information is disseminated to all the members of the original lusters C . The
global set S (and similarly P ) is maintained in a similar way, via lo al variables indi ating
(at ea h luster enter) whether the luster belongs to S .
i

i

out

i

i

1

p

j

j

out

Lemma 3.6 The olle tion P

out

output by Algorithm DOM Partition 2 is a partition of T .

Proof: Note that whenever we erase a node v from some tree during iteration i, we make
sure to move the orresponding set C (v) of original nodes to P or to S . Also note that in
the nal step (4), ea h luster C (v) in S is either moved to P or merged into some luster
of P . (Let us remark, b.t.w., that despite the fa t that ea h luster in S has failed the
test in Step 3b, there may be lusters C (v) 2 S passing the test in Step 4a, as the tests are
out

out

out

slightly di erent.)
In parti ular, note that in ase C (v) is of size k or smaller, step (4b) always su eeds
in nding a neighboring luster C 0 for C (v). This is be ause v entered S in step (3 ) as a
result of remaining a single node in some tree T 00 in T 00. Sin e the input tree was of size
k + 1 or larger, and v represents a luster C (v ) of fewer than k + 1 nodes, C (v ) must have
some neighboring luster C (w) that was already removed from the tree earlier (either in this
iteration or in an earlier one). This C (w) ould not have been moved to S , sin e at that time
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1. Set T1 = fT g and S = P = ;.
/* P is the output partition. S olle ts small isolated trees. */
out

out

2. For every vertex
3.

For i

v

C ( ) = f g.
+ 1)e do:

set

= 1 to dlog(k

1 v

v

(a) /* Form the new forest T +1. */
0
For every tree T in the forest T
i




i

:

do

Perform Algorithm Balan ed DOM on T 0 , yielding a partition P .
Contra t ea h luster C of

P

into a single node v, and set C +1 (v) =
i

S
w

2C

C(
i

w

).

End For

T 0 be the resulting forest of

Let

ontra ted trees.

(b) /* Remove suÆ iently large lusters. */
0
0
For every tree T in the forest T , and for every node
C +1(v) has depth k + 1 or greater then do:

v

in

T

0,

if the tree spanning

i




Erase v from the tree
Make

C

i+1

T

0

(thus possibly splitting T 0 into a forest).

(v) a luster in the output partition P

out

.

End For

T 00 be the resulting forest.

Let

( ) /* Remove lone small lusters. */
00
00
00 onsists of a single node v then do:
For every tree T in the forest T , if T




Erase T 00 from the forest

T 00 .

Add the luster C +1 (v) to the set S .
i

End For

T

Let

i+1

be the resulting forest.

End For

4.

For

ea h luster C (v) in the set

:

S do

(a) If jC (v)j > k then move it to

Pout

as is.

(b) Else Merge C (v) into some neighboring luster C 0 in P

out

.

End For

5. Return P

out

.

Figure 9:

Algorithm DOM Partition 2(k).
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w still had v (or some \an estor" of v ) as a neighbor. Hen e the luster C (w) was moved to
P , and thus it an be used in step (4b) of the pro edure.
out

It remains to prove only that at the end of the main loop, the olle tion T is empty. This
is proved as follows. Let s denote the minimum size of a luster C (v) orresponding to a
node v o urring in some tree T~ in T , namely,
i

i

i

s = min
min
jC (v)j:
~
2
i

T

2Ti

v

T

i

By Lemma 3.4 and property ( ) in Def. 3.2, s at least doubles in every iteration i. Sin e
initially s = 1, at the end of iteration i = dlog(k + 1)e we have s  k + 1, hen e T
must be empty.
i

i+1

i

Lemma 3.7 If the input tree T is of size n
olle tion P has the following properties.

 k + 1, then every

i+1

luster C in the output

out

(a) jC j  k + 1.
(b) Rad(C )  5k + 2.

Proof: Let us rst prove Property (a). For the set P

obtained at the end of the main
loop, the laim follows immediately by the rule of step (3b). For the nal output, note that
the laim must remain true sin e sets in P an only in rease in the last step (through the
merge of sets from S ), and sets moved from S inta t are suÆ iently large too.
Let us now turn to Property (b). Consider rst a luster C (v) from the set P
obtained at the end of the main loop. This luster was onstru ted in step (3a). The
operation that onstru ted it onsisted of merging some lusters C (w) for w 2 C . By
property (b) in Def. 3.2, the radius of this luster obeys the relation Rad(C (v))  3r + 1,
where r = max 2 Rad(C (w)). (See Figure 8.) Claim (b) now follows for C (v) by the fa t
that the lusters C (w) that formed it had radius k or smaller (sin e otherwise they would
have been removed to P in some previous iteration), hen e Rad(C (v))  3k + 1.
For the nal output, note that the merges performed in the last step are shaped as \stars"
omposed of an original luster C 2 P merged with a olle tion of neighboring lusters
from S . Ea h su h luster from S has radius k or smaller (sin e, again, had its radius been
k + 1 or more, it would have found its way into P ). Thus the radius of ea h set resulting
from su h a \star merge" is at most (3k + 1) + 2k + 1. The laim follows.
We have established that Algorithm DOM Partition 2(k) onstru ts the desired (k +
1; O(k)) spanning forest. However, the onstru tion requires time O(k log k log n). This is
out

out

i+1

out

i

i+1

w

C

i+1

i

i

i+1

out

out

out
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be ause ea h appli ation of Pro edure Balan ed DOM takes time O(log n), ex ept that its
distributed implementation on the ith iteration is slowed down by a fa tor proportional to
the maximum diameter of lusters at that iteration. This diameter is bounded by k, hen e


the total time bound of P d
e O (k log n) = O (k log k log n).
i

log(k +1)

3.2.3 An O(k log n) Time Constru tion

In this se tion we show how to improve the running time of Algorithm DOM Partition 2(k)
by a fa tor of log k. Let us rst give an intuitive explanation for the extra log k fa tor in
Algorithm DOM Partition 2. Note that after the ith iteration the diameter of a luster may
be as high as 4 (although no greater than k). Thus, after log(k + 1) iterations there may
be a luster whose diameter is about . Ea h of the remaining (log k) iterations will thus
last (k log n) time, whi h brings the total omplexity to O(k log k log n). Note that many
lusters may have grown at a slower pa e, and thus O(log k) iterations may still be ne essary.
The idea behind redu ing the omplexity is to exe ute ea h phase i only for O(2 ) time.
Clusters that are too large in phase i (namely, whose depth is larger than 2 ) will thus not
parti ipate in the phase (ex ept for the 2 steps required to determine that their depth is
indeed too large).
We still fa e the problem of how to handle a small (hen e parti ipating) luster all of
whose neighboring lusters are large (hen e non-parti ipating). As before, the solution we
employ is to allow su h a small luster to merge onto its larger neighbor, but make sure that
this type of merging annot in rease the depth of the formed luster beyond k. On e a depth
of (k) is rea hed, the luster is removed from the tree, as in the previous algorithm, and is
not merged onto again until the very last step.
Ensuring the depth bound on the lusters is a hieved by maintaining an a urate ount
of the depth at ea h node in the luster. When a small luster merges onto a large one, it
will update the depth ounters at ea h of its nodes, to re e t the depth w.r.t. the new root
(whi h is the root of the large fragment). A leaf in a large luster will permit other lusters
to merge to it only so long as the depth it re ords is at most k.
We use the following notation. For a node v belonging to a luster C , let Depth(v)
denote the depth of v in C , namely, its distan e from the root. (When the algorithm
starts, Depth(v) is initialized to zero for every v.) We will use a set W to keep nodes
marked as non-parti ipating (and thus waiting) at a given iteration. Initially, we set W = ;.
Algorithm DOM Partition(k) is obtained by adding the following instru tions to Algorithm
DOM Partition 2(k). Inside the main loop, just before step (3a), we add the steps listed
1
2

i

k

2

i

i

i
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in Fig. 10. (Again, this high-level des ription is implemented via standard distributed
te hniques, as brie y dis ussed earlier.)
(3-I): Return the nodes in the set W to the forest T .
/* This may reunite trees that were split in previous iterations */
(3-II): For every luster C (v), he k whether the luster's radius is larger than 2  2 .
If not, then notify all nodes in C (v) that the luster does parti ipate in iteration i.
Term su h a luster a parti ipating luster. /* Note that within O(2 ) time every node in the luster
knows whether the luster is a parti ipating luster, or a non-parti ipating one. */
(3-III): Remove from the trees of T all the nodes u representing non-parti ipating lusters C (u),
and pla e them in the set W .
(3-IV): For every tree T 0 in T , if T 0 onsists of a single node v (representing a lone parti ipating
luster C 0 = C (v)) then do:
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

(A)

there exists a node u 2 W (representing a non-parti ipating luster C 00 = C (u)) su h that
C 00 ontains a node w that neighbors C 0 , and is of depth Depth(w)  k in C 00 then do:

If

i

(i) Erase T 0 (and node v) from the forest T and move the nodes of C 0 to the luster C 00 .
/* Now u represents a luster C (u) omposed of C 0 [ C 00 ,
and w be omes the parent of the nodes of C 0 . */
i

i

(ii) Use Depth(w) to assign the orre t Depth values to every node
depth in the ombined luster C (u)).

z

in C 0 (i.e., their new

i

(B)

/* no su h luster C 00 exists */
erase T 0 from the forest T and add luster C (v) to the set S .

Else

i

Figure 10:

i

Additional se tion for Algorithm DOM Partition(k).

An additional modi ation to Algorithm DOM Partition 2 is ne essary due to the fa t
that the test performed in step (3b) for the radius of the luster annot be implemented
dire tly, sin e it might ost (k) time. Instead, this test is implemented by relying on the
Depth ounters maintained at the nodes. Namely, ea h node v 2 C dete ting Depth(v ) > k
must notify the root of C of that fa t. This will still ost (k) time (or a tually, exa tly k time
units to notify the root), but only on e, as this luster will perform step (3b) immediately
after that. We do not bring here the pseudo ode for this di erent implementation of the
Depth test.
Lemma 3.8 The olle tion P output by Algorithm DOM Partition(k) is a partition of
T . Furthermore, if T is of size n  k + 1, then every luster C in P has the following
properties.
out

out
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(a) jC j  k + 1.
(b) Rad(C )  5k + 5.

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.6. Note that a node that does not
parti ipate in phase i has size at least 2 . Thus a luster whi h rea hes size k +1 is eventually
put in P as in Lemma 3.6. For lusters moved to S in the additional step (3-IV(B)), note
i

out

that by arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 3.6, su h a luster must have a
large luster to merge with in P , sin e at the point it was moved to S , all the lusters
that are onne ted to it were either already in P or non-parti ipating with depth k + 1 or
greater. We on lude that the output is indeed a partition.
Similarly, property (a) follows either as in Lemma 3.7 for a luster that is put in P
in step (3b), or else it follows immediately by the rule of step (3-IV)(A)(i), noting that
C 00 = C (u) is already suÆ iently large for every u 2 W . Property (b) follows again as before
for lusters in P . For lusters generated in the last iteration by merging some small lusters
C 0 onto a non-parti ipating luster C 00 = C (u) (for u 2 W ) in the additional step (3-IV), the
property follows from the rule in step (3-IV)(A)(i), noting that the node w to whi h C 0 is
onne ted is at depth k or less, and the radius of C 0 itself is at most 2  2k + 2, hen e the
radius of the luster resulting from this merge step is at most 5k + 5.
out

out

out

i

out

i

i+1

Lemma 3.9 Algorithm DOM Partition(k) requires time O(k log n).
Proof: This is lear from step (3-I), whi h ensures that iteration i takes only O(2 ) time.
i

3.3 Fast Distributed Computation of Small k-dominating sets
The fast algorithm Fast DOM T is now obtained simply as the ombination of the previous
algorithms. Namely:
Algorithm Fast DOM T

1. Perform Algorithm DOM Partition(k), yielding the partition P 0.
2. Perform Algorithm Diam DOM on ea h luster C of the partition P 0.
i

Let D ; P be the resulting k-dominating set and partition of the luster C , for ea h i.
Let D = S D , and let P be the resulting partition of the entire graph ( onsisting of the
lusters of all partitions P ).
i

i

i

i

i

i
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Corollary 3.10 (a) jDj 

n
k +1

.

(b) Rad(P )  k.

P

Proof: By Lemma 2.1 and part (a) of Lemma 3.8, jD j  b j +1j . Thus jDj = jD j 
1 P
jC j = +1 . The radius bound on the partition P follows from Lemma 2.3 for ea h P
+1
i

Ci

i

k

i

n

k

i

i

separately.

i

k

Lemma 3.11 The time omplexity of Algorithm Fast DOM T is O(k log n).
Proof: The omplexity of Algorithm Diam DOM on ea h luster C is of the order of the diameter of C , whi h is O(k) by property (b) of Lemma 3.8. Hen e the omplexity of Algorithm
DOM Partition(k) (whi h is O(k log n) by Lemma 3.9) dominates the total omplexity of
i

i

Algorithm Fast DOM T.

Theorem 3.12 There exists a distributed algorithm for omputing a k-dominating set of
size at most n=(k + 1) on a tree, with time omplexity O(k log n).
4

Distributed Computation of a Small

k -Dominating

Set on a Graph

In this se tion we des ribe how to extend the solution to general graphs. The easy solution of
onstru ting a BFS spanning tree T of the graph G and then omputing a small k-dominating
set on the tree T has the disadvantage that onstru ting the spanning tree requires time
O(Diam(G)). We ir umvent this problem by onstru ting in time O(k) a spanning forest
of the graph, omposed of large trees, of size k +1 or more, or formally, a (k +1; n) spanning
forest. Then the solution of the previous se tion an be applied to ea h tree separately.

4.1 Constru ting a (k + 1; n) Spanning Forest
To onstru t a (k +1; n) spanning forest for a given graph G, we use a pro edure Simple MST,
whi h we des ribe below. This pro edure is basi ally a simpli ed version of the algorithms
of [GHS, A2, G℄. The minor modi ations ne essary for the algorithm of [A2℄ result from
the fa t that we need to stop the algorithm after log(k + 1) phases, but to ensure that these
phases do not last more than O(k) time, while in the [A2℄ algorithm O(n) time is allowed
for O(log n) phases. Rather than des ribing the somewhat involved algorithm of [A2℄ in its
entirety along with our modi ations, we present a version that is signi antly simpli ed,
20

due to our assumptions that the network is syn hronized and that message omplexity is
ignored. (The number of messages in our algorithm an be redu ed, at the expense of
simpli ity.) Algorithms using similar ideas have appeared in the literature also in di erent
ontexts ( f. [JM℄).

4.2 A High Level Des ription
The high level des ription of the Simple MST pro edure we use here is similar to the algorithms of [GHS, A2℄, and the di eren es on ern mainly the termination rule and some
implementation details .
Nodes group themselves into fragments of in reasing size. Initially, all nodes are in
singleton fragments. Nodes in ea h fragment F are onne ted by edges that form a rooted
MST, T (F ), for the fragment. (In the sequel we loosely use the word \fragment" to mean
both the olle tion of nodes F and the orresponding tree T (F ).)
A tive fragments grow through merging onto neighboring fragments. A fragment stops
parti ipating in this pro ess and be omes terminated on e it dete ts that its depth has
rea hed k + 1. Su h a fragment will stop trying to merge onto other fragments, although it
will still allow other (smaller, a tive) fragments to merge onto it.
A fragment F is identi ed as follows. An a tive fragment (whose depth is still k or
smaller) is identi ed by the id of its root node. Ea h node in the fragment knows this
identity, as well as the MST edges that are onne ted to it. In a terminated fragment F
(whose depth is k + 1 or larger), on the other hand, identity is less lear. Nodes lose to
the root (i.e., within distan e k from it) still know its identity. However, more remote nodes
know only three things: (a) the MST edges onne ted to them, (b) the fa t that the fragment
F is terminated, and ( ) an outdated fragment id (identifying some small fragment F 0 they
belonged to before F 0 was onsolidated through merging into F ), whose main useful property
is that it is di erent from the id of any other fragment F 00 that is still a tive in the system.
Fragment merging is performed as follows. The pro ess is arried out in phases. In the
beginning of a phase, within ea h a tive fragment F , nodes ooperate to nd the minimum
weight outgoing edge in the entire fragment. (An outgoing edge of a fragment F is an edge
with one endpoint in F and another at a node outside it.) The strategy for identifying this
edge involves a broad ast (initiated by the fragment root) over the fragment's tree T (F )
3

3 Note

that while this pro edure super ially resembles also the partitioning algorithm DOM Partition of
the previous se tion, there are a number of major di eren es due to the di erent tasks performed by these
two algorithms; for example, here we do not need an upper bound on the radius of a fragment.
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asking ea h node separately for its own minimum weight outgoing edge. These edges are
then sent upwards on the tree T (F ), towards the root. Ea h intermediate node rst olle ts
this information from all its hildren in the tree, and then up asts only the lowest-weight
edge it has seen (whi h is therefore the lowest-weight edge in its subtree). The minimum
weight outgoing edge is sele ted by the root to be in luded in the nal MST.
On e an a tive fragment's minimum weight outgoing edge is found, a message is sent out
over that edge to the fragment on the other side. The two fragments may then ombine,
possibly along with several other fragments, into a new, larger fragment F 0.
The nal step in the phase involves de iding whether the resulting fragment F 0 will be
a tive or terminated in the next phase. This is de ided by the root of F 0, whi h is hosen in
a way des ribed later on. The de ision is made by performing a pro ess of \broad ast and
e ho" to depth k + 1 over the tree, namely, using a hop ounter in the broad ast message,
whi h is de remented with ea h forwarding of the message. This allows us to he k whether
the entire tree was overed by the broad ast; if the broad ast rea hes a non-leaf node when
the hop ounter is zero, then the root must be noti ed that the tree is too deep. This
information enables the root to de ide whether F 0 should be a tive or terminated. At the
end of this pro ess, the root broad asts again to depth k, informing the nodes of the out ome.
Nodes not re eiving (any of) these messages (by the appropriate time bound, whi h is k + 1
time units after the beginning of this step) learn that they belong to a terminated fragment.
The pro ess as outlined here requires O(k log k) time. This is be ause ea h phase requires
O(k) time for the various broad ast and onverge ast pro esses performed over the fragment
trees. In the next subse tion we give a more pre ise des ription of Pro edure Simple MST,
resulting in an improved time omplexity of O(k), again using an idea similar to that of
[AG, G, CT, A2, JM℄.

4.3 Pro edure Simple MST
The (syn hronous) algorithm operates in phases 1; 2; ::: log k + 1, where phase i lasts exa tly
5  2 + 2 time units.
In phase i the root rst nds out whether the depth of its tree is larger than 2 . (This is
done using a \broad ast and e ho" to depth 2 over the tree, just as outlined in the previous
subse tion.) If the depth is larger than 2 then the fragment halts and does nothing more
in this phase, but it does not terminate, i.e., it may resume its a tive status in later phases.
(We see below that some of the fragment's nodes may re eive messages from neighbors not
in the fragment and answer them.)
i

i

i

i
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If the root nds that the tree depth is not larger than 2 (hen e the fragment should
remain a tive during this phase), then it broad asts its identity over the tree. (This an be
ombined with the previous operation.) Exa tly after 2 +1 time units after the beginning of
the identity broad ast, ea h node knows whether its fragment is a tive or not in the urrent
phase. At this point, ea h node belonging to an a tive fragment transmits the identity of its
root over all of its edges. By the next time unit ea h node v re eives over some of its edges
identities of the orresponding roots. Those edges over whi h it re eived an identity equal to
that of its own fragment are re ognized as internal edges, namely, they lead to other nodes
in the same fragment. The remaining edges are outgoing edges.
Ea h node (of an a tive fragment) now sele ts its minimum (weight) outgoing edge, and
onverge asts its weight to the root. During the onverge ast, a message ontaining an edge
weight is dis arded on e a lower weight edge is known. Thus the root learns the minimum
weight outgoing edge of the tree 2 time units after the onverge ast started. During the
onverge ast, ea h node also remembers the hild from whi h it re eived ea h message. Thus
the route from the root to the minimum weight outgoing edge an be re onstru ted.
Exa tly 2 + 1 time units after the onverge ast started, the root starts a pro ess that
transfers the \rootship" to the endpoint of the minimum outgoing edge. Exa tly 2 time
units later that endpoint is already the root. The new root then noti es the other endpoint
of the minimum outgoing edge that it wishes to onne t.
If no message from the other endpoint is re eived by the next time unit then the fragment
be ame a part of the fragment of the other endpoint. Its root thus eases to be a root.
Otherwise, the other endpoint also noti ed that it wishes to onne t. The endpoint with the
highest identity be omes the root of the ombined fragment.
i

i

i

i

i

4.4 Analysis of the Simple MST Pro edure
Sin e ea h phase i lasts O(2 ) time, we have
i

Lemma 4.1 The Simple MST pro edure terminates after O(k) time.
Lemma 4.2 When Pro edure Simple MST terminates, the olle tion of resulting fragments
forms a (k + 1; n) spanning forest for the graph. Moreover, ea h tree of this forest is a
fragment of the MST of the graph.
Proof: The proof is just a simpli ed version of the proofs of the previous algorithms, e.g.
[GHS, A2℄. The lower bound of k + 1 on the size of fragments an be proved indu tively,
arguing that after phase i, every fragment is of size at least 2 . This is based on the obseri
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vations that a fragment at least doubles its size in every iteration in whi h it is a tive, and
that if some fragment is halted in phase i then its size was greater than 2 to begin with.
The laim follows sin e there are log(k + 1) iterations.
The properties of our simple MST algorithm are summarized in the following lemma.
i

Lemma 4.3 Pro edure Simple MST terminates after O(k) time. Upon termination, the olle tion of resulting fragments forms a (k + 1; n) spanning forest for the graph. Moreover,
ea h tree of this forest is a fragment of the MST of the graph.

4.5 Computing a Small k-Dominating Set on a Graph
The fast algorithm Fast DOM G is now obtained as the ombination of the partitioning algorithm Simple MST of Subse tion 4.3 and the k-dominating set algorithm Fast DOM T of
Se tion 3.3. Namely:
Algorithm Fast DOM G

1. Perform Algorithm Simple MST, yielding a (k + 1; n) spanning forest F for G.
2. Perform Algorithm Fast DOM T on ea h tree T in the spanning forest F .
i

Theorem 4.4 There exists a distributed algorithm for omputing a k-dominating set of size
at most n=(k + 1) on a graph, with time omplexity O(k log n).
5

An Appli ation: a Faster MST Algorithm

Our new MST algorithm is omposed of two parts. The rst part partitions the graph into
fragments of the MST, and the se ond part ombines these fragments together. This general
stru ture is similar to that of the MST algorithm of [GKP℄. Moreover, the se ond part of our
algorithm is pre isely the se ond part of the MST algorithm of [GKP℄. The main hange is
in o ering a new method for a omplishing the partitioning in the rst part of the algorithm.
The rst part involves simply invoking Algorithm Fast DOM G of the previous se tion
p
with parameter k = n. Re all that this algorithm itself is omposed of the following three
p
stages: First, exe ute Pro edure Simple MST of Subse tion 4.3, onstru ting a ( n + 1; n)
spanning forest for G. Ea h tree in this forest is a fragment of the MST of the graph.
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p

Next, apply Pro edure DOM Partition( n) on ea h fragment separately, thus yielding a
p
p
( n + 1; O( n)) spanning forest for G, with ea h tree in this forest still being a fragment
of the MST. Finally, apply Pro edure Diam DOM on ea h fragment separately .
p
p
The output of Algorithm Fast DOM G is a n-dominating set D of size at most n, and
p
an a ompanying partition P of the graph into lusters of radius at most n around ea h
of the nodes in D. However, note that ea h of these lusters is still spanned by a fragment
of the MST, and these fragments were onstru ted as a byprodu t of the algorithm. In
parti ular, ea h node belonging to some luster C in P knows whi h edges belong to the
MST fragment spanning C , and also knows the identity of the fragment's root.
Thus at the end of the rst part, the global state rea hed by our algorithm is pre isely of
the form required for applying the se ond part of [GKP℄. For ompleteness of the presentation
we now des ribe the outline of this se ond part.
Consider the fragment graph F~ , whose vertex set V (F~ ) is the olle tion of lusters in P ,
p
ontaining N = O( n) fragments of the MST, and whose edge set E (F~ ) is a olle tion of
(possibly more than O(N )) inter-fragment edges, whi h are andidates for joining the MST.
In the se ond part of the MST algorithm (here, as well as in the algorithm of [GKP℄),
a BFS tree is onstru ted for the graph. Then, ea h node forwards the des ription of the
inter-fragment edges it knows of to its parent on the tree. These des riptions are meant to
eventually rea h the tree root. However, a node avoids forwarding the des ription of y le
heavy edges. That is, a node forwards the des ription of edges a ording to their weight, and
does not forward the des ription of an edge that loses a y le with edges whose des ription
has already been forwarded. This seems to suggest that at ertain points in time a node
might be for ed to wait, due to not having an edge des ription that is eligible for forwarding.
Thus it seems that the onverge ast may not be pipelined, and hen e may take a long time.
It is nevertheless proved in [GKP℄ that this simple onverge ast is fully pipelined, and thus
its running time is the one required.
4

Lemma 5.1 [GKP℄ When Pro edure Pipeline is run on an input omposed of a fragment
graph with N fragments of the MST, its running time is bounded by O(N + Diam(G)), and
its output is an MST for G.

5.1 Algorithm Fast MST
Combining the two parts, we get the following distributed algorithm for MST.
4 This

stage is not essential for the purposes of the urrent se tion.
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p

1. Perform Algorithm Fast DOM G for k = n.
2. Perform Algorithm Pipeline.
Theorem 5.2 There exists a distributed Minimum-weight Spanning Tree algorithm with
p
time omplexity O( n log n + Diam(G)).

p

Proof: By Theorem 4.4 and the hoi e of k = n, the exe ution time of the rst stage of
p
p
Algorithm Fast MST is O( n log n), and at the end, the graph is de omposed into N = n

MST fragments. By Lemma 5.1 the time omplexity of the se ond stage of Algorithm
p
Fast MST is bounded by O( n + Diam(G)). The laim follows.

6

Dis ussion and Open Problems

There is still a gap of (log n) between the upper and lower bounds on the omplexity of
the k-Dominating Set onstru tion. It an be interesting to lose this gap. In addition, note
that the size of the k-Dominating Set onstru ted mat hes the lower bound for a general
graph, but nevertheless, a better k-Dominating Set may exist for any parti ular given graph.
The problem of nding the optimal size set is NP Complete, so it would be interesting to
nd a distributed algorithm that onstru ts a good approximation. (As this problem an be
formulated as a spe ial ase of the set over problem of [Lo℄, the greedy sequential algorithm
des ribed therein provides an approximation ratio of log n + 1. The problem was studied
further in the realm of sequential algorithms in [BKP℄, where its load-balan ed ase is given
an approximate solution.)
As an appli ation of the k-Dominating Set algorithm we derived a distributed algorithm
for onstru ting an MST, with improved time omplexity. This is a lassi al problem, and
it would be interesting to establish a lower bound for its time omplexity, and to develop
a time-optimal solution (assuming the urrent solution is not optimal). Neighborhood Optimal (or at least fast) solutions for other problems may speed up other appli ations, and
help ghting ongestion. They an also in rease our understanding regarding what makes
a problem amiable for a neighborhood optimal solution. Finally, it seems very desirable
to nd hara terizations and tools that will make it easier to identify problems for whi h
neighborhood optimal algorithms exist, and to onstru t them.
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